
As an international recording artist, Heath Hunter has five published singles in the 
European pop charts, which sold over 5 million compilations. He has starred in concerts 
all over Europe and has performed as a music artist in countries as far as USA, Russia, & 
Sudan Africa. Stephen and Damian Marley were featured on his last album, which he 
produced together with Sly and Robbie Marley in Jamaica. Heath has also produced and 
written songs for two Football World Cups, featuring Germany’s number one football 
freestylers, which led him to perform in Berlin in front of over 500,000 people.  

Heath now lives in California and is currently working on new music featuring various 
artists to be released as a Danceation compilation album. Heath is a graduate of the 
London School of Contemporary Dance and the London Studio Centre of Dance and 
Drama. He has been using his skills to build his brand Danceation, a proven dance fitness 
concept made up of easy to follow choreographies that provide a full workout leaving 
participants filled with vigor and vitality. The inspired, yet accessible choreographies pull 
people out of their heads and into the present moment as the hits he chooses pulse 
through their bodies, giving them the experience of performing like a star.  

Silicon Valley companies have turned to Heath to choreograph flashmobs to uniquely 
market their products and high profile events including the Goldman Prize, the San 
Francisco Ballet Gala, the Berkeley Rep Opening Galas, TED Summit, Uber, Actian 
Hadoop, LinkedIn, and the Weis Foundation for Children. Simultaneously, Heath's been 
building the Danceation brand at the high-end, US-based Equinox and Bay Club fitness 
chains, and is now preparing to launch an online platform with virtual classes featuring 
songs from the new album, which has inspired him to release his new single called 
Sunshine Girl. 

Sunshine Girl was originally written by Stephen Marley and Capleton. Heath worked 
with both Stephen and Capleton featuring both as artists on his last album, Trenchtown, 
and is currently featuring Capleton on Sunshine Girl as the original rapper. Capleton is a 
legend in the reggae scene, which brings credibility to Heath's work and recognition as an 
artist. Sunshine Girl is a well-written song that will cross all borders as a great summer 
hit for 2019. The music video includes dancers of diverse ethnic backgrounds who appear 
in many videos on the highly subscribed LA Millennium Dance Studio YouTube 
channel, and who are also featured in videos with artists such as Drake, Jason Derulo, Cardi 
B, Criss Brown, Demi Levado, and many more. Heath is currently planning a promotional 
tour in Germany this summer to promote his new single with live events and TV 
performances.  
	


